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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In this paper we present existence, uniqueness and solution estimates for 
the differential equation with deviating argument 
Wt) =f(b m x(4(G)) (1) 
defined on the interior i of the interval I = [to, tl]. 
We assume that all functions herein are real valued, f: I x F? X [R --t [R is 
continuous and 0 is continuous on some interval containing I. 
The prescribed boundary conditions for Eq. (1) are of the general 
Dirichlet/Neumann form 
a,x(t) - a,x’(t) = a(t), t E I- = (-al, to], 
(4 
Pox(~) + PI x’(t) = P(t), t E I+ = [[I, oo), 
where ai and pi, i = 1, 2, are nonnegative reals satisfying a, + ai > 0 and 
& + /?, > 0. The functions a: I- -+ R and /I: I+ + R are assumed to be con- 
tinuous. 
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The operator L: C’(Z) + C(Z) has the form Lx = -x” + qx’ + TX, where 
(i) the functions q and r are continuous on some interval containing 
1, 
(ii) r(t) > 0 on Z if a, + p, > 0, 
(iii) r(t) > 0 on Z if a, + & = 0. 
By a solution of the boundary value problem (l), (2) we mean a function 
x E C’(iR) n C’(Z) which satisfies Eqs. (1) and (2). The index j = 1 if both 
(;I, # 0 and /3i # 0. Otherwise, j = 0. Clearly any solution of the BVP (l), (2) 
is bounded on I. 
In the special case when f is a function of t alone, it follows easily from 
the maximum principle [ 1, p. 131 that problem (l), (2) has at most one 
solution which is defined on Z and which is in the class C*(Z). Moreover, the 
existence of a C*(Z) solution is guaranteed (cf. [2]) by the above regularity 
and boundary conditions. Using the boundary conditions this C*(Z) solution 
can be extended to the whole of R. As a consequence, there exists a unique 
solution of (I), (2) in C’(R) n C*(Z). When f is the zero function we denote 
this solution by z(-, a,@. 
Employing the Green’s function and the superposition principle for 
ordinary linear differential equations, the unique solution x of (l), (2) can be 
expressed in the form 
44 = z(t, Q, P) + t-f(t), (3) 
where F: C([R)+ C’(lR)n C’(Z) is defined by 
Ff (t) = &I = [’ w, s) f (s) & t E z, 
to 
= pu - tomqfo), t E I-, a, # 0, 
= 0, t E I-, a, = 0, (4) 
=e -40u-tlUol~(f*)) tEz+,p,#o, 
= 0, tEZ+,/l,=O, 
where k(t, s) is the Green’s function associated with the operator L and the 
homogeneous boundary conditions 
a0 @to) - a1 r’ (to) = 0, Por(tl) + Pl eel) = 0. (5) 
It follows from the maximum principle that k(t, s) is positive on Z X Z. 
From these preliminaries we arrive at the equivalence of the nonlinear 
boundary value problem (I), (2) and the fixed point equation 
x=c+Kx, (6) 
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where c = z(., a, /I) and K: C(R) -+ C(lR) is defined by 
wo = Em x(t)9 XW)), tE R. (7) 
In what follows we first derive some results for Eq. (6) and then apply them 
to the class of problem (l), (2). 
2. AUXILIARY THEOREMS 
Let I? + denote the nonnegative reals and let C+(lR) denote the space of all 
continuous functions from R into R, endowed with the compact open 
topology and with the partial ordering Q defined by 
U<V if and only if u(t) < v(t) for all t E IF?. 
We also assume that the spaces C(iR), C(Z-) and C(Z+) are endowed with 
the compact open topology. 
Let 8 denote the zero function of C(lR). A mapping Q from a segment S = 
(8 < u < b} of C+(lR) into itself is called increasing if u Q v implies 
Qu < Qv, order continuous if lim,,, Qu, = QU whenever (u,) is a monotone 
(i.e., decreasing or increasing) sequence in S converging to u E S, and order 
compact if (Qu,) has a convergent subsequence whenever (u,) is a monotone 
sequence in S. 
For a given v E C+(R) the pair x, ff E C(lR) is said to have the finite 
connecting v-chain of functions y, E C(lR), i = 0, l,..., m, if yO =x, y, = z? 
and lyi -JJ-,( < v, i = 1,2 ,..., m, where ( I: C(R)+ C+(lR) is defined by 
Ix](t) = Ix(t)l, t E R. A mapping K: C(lR) + C(iR) is said to be v-chainable if 
for each pair x, X E C(R) the values Kx and KX have a finite connecting v- 
chain in C(R). For given x,, E C(lR) and b E C+(R) we denote 
THEOREM 1. Let v, b E C+(R) and K: C(R) -+ C(lR) satisfy 
1 Kx - Kxl Q Q(jx - ~1) whenever x, 2 E C(lR), lx-4&b, 03) 
where Q: {13 < u < b} + (0 < u < b} is an increasing, order continuous and 
order compact mapping for which 0 is the only fixed point and v + Qb < b. 
Let K be v-chainable also. Then, for each c E C(R), the successive approx- 
imations x0 E C(lR), x,+ 1 = c + Kx,, n = 0, l,..., converge to a unique 
solution x(., c) of Eq. (6) in C(R). Moreover, if c, FE C(R) with IF- cl < v, 
then we have the estimate 
l-e*, F) - 4-3 c)l < u* , (9) 
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where u* is the minimal solution of the equation 
IF-c(+Qu=u. (10) 
ProojI Let c, x,, E C(I?) be given, and denote T= c + K. Then T is U- 
chainable and the existence, uniqueness and convergence assertions are 
equivalent o the convergence of the iterations T”x, to a unique fixed point x 
of T. 
Assume first that T has a fixed point x. To prove the convergence 
T*x, --) x, choose a finite u-chain { y,,,..., y,} connecting TX, and TX. Since 
lYi-Yi-ll~“<b for i = l,..., m, 
the monotonicity of Q and condition (8) imply by induction that 
for n = 0, l,..., and i = l,..., m. 
Thus 
Ix- T”+lxoI=IT”(Tx)- T”(Tx,)J 
< $, ( T”Yi - T”Yi - I(< mQ’% 
which implies the convergence T”x, + x, since the hypotheses given for Q 
ensure that Q’% -+ 19 in C, (II?). If R E C(lF?) is also a fixed point of T, then by 
choosing x, = R above and noting that TV = ff for all n = 0, I,..., it follows 
that x =X, which proves the uniqueness assertion. 
To show that T = c + K has a fixed point, assume for the moment hat 
lx,-c-Kx,lsguv. (a) 
Then, for each y E Bb(x,,) 
so that T maps the ball B,(x,) into itself. Thus 
ITkx,-x&b for all k = 0, l,..., 
which, together with (S), implies by induction that 
) T” + ‘x0 - Tax0 IQ Q”b, n, k = 0, l,... . 0’) 
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Since Q”b + 8 in C+(iR), it follows that (T”x,) converges in C(IR). Denoting 
x=lim n+cc TRxO, we obtain from (b), as k + 00, that 
lx- T”x,( < Q”b, n = 0, l,..., 
Thus x = TX, so that T has a fixed point, provided that (a) holds. To remove 
this auxiliary condition, choose x, = Tc = c + Kc and denote c, = x, - Kx, . 
Since c - c, = Kx, -Kc and K is v-chainable, there exists a u-chain co,..., c, 
from c, to c. Then 
whence condition (a) holds when c = c, and x0 = x,. By the above proof 
T, = cr + K has a fixed point x2. This in turn satisfies 
1x2 - ~2 - &I < 0, 
so that T2 = c2 + K has a fixed point. Repeating this argument m times, it 
follows that T = c + K has a fixed point. 
Finally, to verify the estimate (9), note first that the hypotheses given for 
Q ensure the existence of the minimal solution a* of Eq. (10) if ]F - c( < u 
(cf. [4]). Denoting x = x(., c) and 2 = x(., E) we have 
so that, if ( y - II < u* , then 
(X-Ty(<JX-Tfl+) TZ-Ty)<IF-cl+Qlff-yI 
< IF- cl + Qu, = u*. 
Thus T maps the ball B,*(Z) into itself, whence 
IX- T”Zl,<u* for all n = 0, l,... . 
This implies estimate (9), as n -+ co. 
Remark. The results and the proof of Theorem 1 are slight modifications 
to those of Theorem 3.1 in [3] and Theorem 3.2 in [4]. 
We. shall also apply the next local existence and uniqueness theorem 
whose proof is contained in that of Theorem 1. 
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THEOREM 2. Let u,b E C+(lR), x,E C(ll?) and B,(x,)= {x~ C(R): 
lx -x0( < b}. Assume that K: C(iR) + C(R) satisfies 
IKx - KXI < Q(lx - fl), x, 2 E B&O), lx-21 <b, (11) 
where Q: { 8 ( u < b} -+ { tl Q u < b} satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. If 
c E C(R) and (x0 - c - Kx, ( < v, then the successive approximations x, + 1 = 
c + Kx, , n = 0, l,..., converge to the unique solution x(., c) of Eq. (6) in 
444 and 
Id., c) - x, I < Q’% n = 0, 1, 2 )... . (12) 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We now apply Theorems 1 and 2 in the study of the class of boundary 
value problem (l), (2). To this end we will require the existence of a 
continuous function g: I X R + X iR + + R + which satisfies the following 
conditions (cf. 151). 
(A,) a positive real number p exists such that, for all t E 1, 
P > 1” 4 s) g(s, p, p) ds, 
to 
(A*) g(t,u,,v,)(g(t,u,,v,) for all tEZ, O<u,<u,<p, O<u,< 
02 <P, 
(AJ the boundary value problem 
LW = dt, u(t), u(W)))9 t E 1, 
a,u(t) - a, u’(t) = 0, tEI-, 
Pow + P, u’(t) = 0, tEI+, 
has the unique solution u = 9 in the segment {B Q u <p} of C(m). 
Using this function g we will also require either the Perron condition 
(A4) forf, or its local version (A,) given as follows. 
(A4) Inequality 
If~~~~l~~,~--f~~~~2~~Z~I~~~~~I~~--U2l,I~~-~*I~ 
holds whenever (t, u,, vi) E I x IR x F?, i = 1,2 such that 
1% -u*l <P and lo, - 4 GP9 
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6%) (AJ with the additional restrictions l~i-~ol~~ and 
Ivi-v,~~p,i=1,2forsomefixedu,andu,ER. 
THEOREM 3. Let (Ai)-(AJ hold. Then for any x, E C(lR) the successive 
approximations 
X n+1 =c+Kx,, n = 0, I,..., 
where c = z(., a,/?) and K is defined by (7), converge to the unique solution 
x(., a,P) of the problem (l), (2) in C(R). Moreover, there exist continuous 
and positive valued functions w,: I- + R and w2: I+ + iF? such that the con- 
ditions 
1 d(t) - a(t)1 < wl(t) 
I&t> -PWl < w2W 
for t E I- 
for t E I+ 
(13) 
ensure 
Ix(.,a,8)-x(.,a,P)l~u*, 
where u* is the minimal solution of the boundary value problem 
(14) 
Wt) = g(tv u(t)9 ~VW))~ t E i, 
a,u(t) - a,u’(t) = la(t) - a(t)l, tez-, 
POW + Pl u’(t) = I P(t) - P(Ql, tEI+, 
(15) 
and 
zJis~b x(-, a, s> = x(-, a9 PI. (16) 
Proof. It follows from (A4) that (8) holds with b(t) sp and Q defined by 
Qu<t> = Wt, 40,4$(t)>), tE R. (17) 
Conditions (A,) and (A*) ensure that Q is an increasing map of (0 Q u < b} 
into itself. The order continuity and order compactness of Q follow from the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. Condition (A3) implies that 8 is 
the only fixed point of Q in {O < u < b}. Defining 
u(t) = P - QW, t E i, 
= P - QW,), tEI-, (18) 
= P - QW,), tEI+, 
it follows from (A,) that v + Qb < b. From (7) and (4) we see that K maps 
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C(R) into the set of bounded functions of C(lR). Since min{u(f): t E IR} is 
positive, then K is u-chainable. The existence and uniqueness conclusions of 
the theorem follow now from Theorem 1. 
Denoting F= z(., E, 8) and fi = z(., 16 - Q I, 1 D-PI), it is a routine matter 
to prove that I P - c ( < V (cf. the Appendix). Thus existence of the minimal 
solution url; of (15), i.e., that of fi + QU = U, implies that the minimal solution 
of (E- cl + QU = u exists and is majorized by u* (cf. Lemma 2.1 of [4]). 
This, together with (9), implies (14), provided that u* exists. Existence is 
guaranteed by (13), where w,:Z- -+ R, and w,:Z+ --t R, can be any 
continuous functions for which z(., w,, wl) < V, because then V< 
z(., w,, WJ < u (again cf. Lemma 2.1 of [4]). The existence of such positive- 
valued functions w,, w2 is a consequence of the positivity of min{v(t): 1 E R} 
and the regularity and boundary conditions associated with L. 
Finally, if (13) holds and if E -+ a in C(Z-) and P-P p in C(Z+), then 8-t 19 
in C+(lR), which implies that U* --t 0 in C+(ll?) (cf. [3, Lemma 2.41). Thus, 
by (14),x(.,ar,~)~x(.,a,P) in C(lR). 
THEOREM 4. Let (A1)-(A3) and (A,) hold. Zfx, E C(iR) with x,(t) = u,,, 
xow)) = uo 9 tEZ,andifc=z(.,a,p)satisfiesIx,-c-Kx,I~u,whereK 
is defined by (7) and u by (18), then the successive approximations x,+ 1 = 
c + Kx,, n = 0, I,... converge to the unique solution x(., a,/?) of problem (l), 
(2) in Bb(xO). For this convergence we have the estimate 
1x(., a, P) - x, I< Q”b, n = 0, l,... . (19) 
ProoJ: It is easy to verify that the hypotheses af Theorem 2 are valid, 
thus implying the assertions. 
Remarks 1. The existence and uniqueness result of Theorem 3 both 
generalizes that of Theorem 1 in [5], where the particular expression Lx = 
-x” with Dirichlet boundary conditions is considered, and improves it in the 
sense that the first approximation x0 can be any function of C(R), and the 
uniqueness result is obtained in the whole of C(iR) instead of in some ball of 
C(R)* 
2. The local condition (A,), but not (AJ, is often satisfied for nonlinear 
functions f and g which are of convex type. Elliptic boundary value problems 
with convex nonlinearities generally have solutions which are not globally 
unique (cf. [7], for example). Therefore, in such cases Theorem 4 is more 
readily applicable than Theorem 3. 
3. Condition (A,) above can be weakened to the form 
(A,)’ There exists b E C, (ll?) such that, for all t E Z, 
b(t) > f’ W, 8) g(s, 4s) %W))) ds. 
to 
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An estimate for the absolute value of the solution to problem (l), (2) is 
now obtained provided there exists a continuous function q: I x R + x IF? + + 
IR + such that (cf. [ 51) 
(D,) q(t, u,, vr) < q(t, u,, v2) whenever t E I, 0 < u1 < u2 and 
o<v,<v,, 
(D2) there exists a function h E C+(lR) such that, for all t E R, 
44 I a I9 IPI> + MT W), ht#W)) < W 
(W If@, u, v)l < q(t, 1~1, ~1) for all 0, u, v) E I x R x R. 
THEOREM 5. Let (W-tA~) and (Dr)-(DJ hold. Then the unique 
solution x of problem (l), (2) satisfies 
and 
I4 < w* WV 
Ix - z(., a,B>l < w* - ~(a, l al, IPI), 
where w* is the minimal solution of the boundary value problem 
(21) 
Lw(t) = 4tc w(t)9 wW))7 t E i, 
a,w(t) - a1 w’(t) = I a(t tEI-, (22) 
BOW + PI w’(t) = I PWL tEI+. 
Proof. From (D,) and (D,) it follows that the equation 
f--w> = w, w@>, wW))>, tE R 
defines an increasing, order continuous and order compact mapping 9 from 
C+(iR) into itself satisfying z(., 1 al, ] /?I) + Oh < h. Thus the minimal solution 
w* of (22), i.e., the minimal solution of z(-, (a], ] PI) + Rw = w exists (cf. [3, 
Lemma 2.21). Since ]z(-, a, p)] < z(-, ] a ], ] PI), (cf. proof in the Appendix) 
then also the minimal solution t3 * of ]z(+, a,/?)] +Qw = w exists and 
We < w*. Since, by (D3), 
WI Q Q 1x1 for all x E C(W), (23) 
we obtain from Lemma 3.2 of [3] an estimate 
for the solution x of (l), (2), thus proving (20). 
Since a is increasing, it follows from (20) and (23) that 
which implies (21). 
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4. COROLLARIES AND EXAMPLES 
To obtain more explicit results we prove 
COROLLARY 1. The results of Theorem 3 (resp. Theorem 4) hold iff and 
g are continuous and satisfy (AZ), (A4) (resp. (A,), (A5)) and 
(A,) there exists p > 0 such that, for al2 m E (O,p], 
m> 
i 
” i(s) g(s, m, m) ds, where 
10 
l(s) = yf;{k(t, s)}, s E I. 
Proof: It suffices to show that g satisfies (A,) and (AS). Assumption 
(A,) is a trivial consequence of (A,). As for (A,) we note that u = 19 is, by 
(A,), a solution of the boundary value problem given in (A3). Assume now 
that u is any solution of this problem in the segment {8 < u &p} of C+(R). 
Then for all t E Z 
u(t) = 
I 
‘I k(t, s) g(s, u(s), u(#(s))) ds. 
to 
Denoting m = max{u(t): t E I}, noting that u(t) < m also for t E I- VI+, 
and using (A,) we obtain 
u(t) ( 
I 
” L(s) g(s, m, m) ds 
to 
for all t E Z, so that 
m < 
I 
” k(s) g(s, m, m) ds. 
to 
This, together with (A,), implies m = 0, i.e., u = 8, which proves (A&. 
As an immediate consequence we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Let f: Z x R x I? --f R be continuous and satisfy for all 
(t,Ui,Ui)EZxIRX[R,i=l,2, 
If(t,u19 V1)-fk U29~2l <r(O4u1 -&I, Iu, -bl)v (24) 
where yE C+(Z), o: R, x R, -+ R, is continuous and nondecreasing in 
both its arguments, and 
o(m, m) 11 - -1 
lim sup m ( 
WI-O+ (1 
4s) y(s) ds 
1 
. 
to 
(25) 
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Then the boundary value problem (l), (2) h as a unique solution which can be 
obtained by successive approximations. This holds in particular iff satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition 
If@9 Ul9 4) -f& 47 u2)I < mu, - u,I + IO, - +I), (26) 
where 
YE C+(I) and i 
II - 
k(s) y(s) ds < l/2. 
to 
Remark. The Lipschitz condition (26), without any restrictions on 
y E C+(I), does not ensure either existence or uniqueness of a solution to (l), 
(2). For example, the boundary value problem 
-x”(t) = Ax(t), x(t) = a(t), t < 0, x(t) = P(t), t 3 1, (27) 
has for A = 7~’ no solution if a(O) # -p(l), and infinitely many solutions if 
a(O) = -/3(l). On the other hand, if 1 < z*, then (27) has a unique solution. 
This follows also from Theorem 3 if IA I < 8 and from the first part of 
Corollary 2 if IA 1 < 6. 
Since k is bounded as a continuous function, there follows from the latter 
part of Corollary 2 and from its local version (i.e., the result appropriate to 
Theorem 4): 
COROLLARY 3. Iff is continuous and both ~!f/au and i?f/av exist and are 
bounded, then the equation 
Lx(t) = kf (4 .m x(W))), (28) 
with boundary conditions (2), has a unique solution iflnl is small enough. If 
f, af/lau and af/ib are continuous and f (t, 0,O) s 0 then for each p > 0 there 
exists AP > 0 such that for II I < A, the boundary value problem (28), (2) with 
a(t) s 0, P(t) z 0 has x = 8 as the only solution in BP(e). 
For example, the first part of Corollary 3 applies to the equation 
Lx(t) = 4YlW -w”’ + Y*(t) xwY')~ (29) 
with y1 E C+(I) and boundary conditions (2), if 6, = 6, = 1, and the latter 
part of Corollary 3 if 6, > 1 and 6, > 1. 
Remark. The above results can be extended naturally for problems 
involving more than one deviating argument, i.e., where Eq. (1) is replaced 
by 
Lx(t) =f (6 x(t), ahm.., X($“(t))>. 
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Such nonlinear problems with two deviating arguments have appeared 
recently in relativistic electrodynamics (cf. [8] and references therein). Also, 
in the Debye-Hiickel theory of electrolyte solutions, the approach in [9] 
leads to a problem involving a linear differential equation with both an 
advanced and a retarded argument. The following example deals with a 
slightly modified form of this problem (cf. [8]) and illustrates the simple way 
in which our results can be applied to a concrete problem. 
EXAMPLE. 
-x”(f) + w2x(t) = p[h(t) + bx(t) + ax@ - c) + ux(t + c)], 
x(t) = a($ 
x(t) = B(t), 
t E (-7,7), 
t E (-00, -71, 
(30) 
t E 17, co), 
where ,u, o, b E R, a, c E R + and h E C(Z), Z = [-7,7]. 
With g(t, U, u, w) = 1~ ](] b ( u + a(u + w)), it is easy to prove (A*) and (AA). 
Assumption (A,) follows if 1 > I’, ],u ](2a + ] bl) k(t, s) ds, where k(t, s) 
satisfies 
y(l) = I’ k(t, s) ds 
--T 
and 
-y”(t) + w2y(t) = 1, t, s E z, 
y(-7) = y(7) = 0. 
Thus 
i.e., 
L> @+lbl) 1 IYI co2 cash 07 1 ’ 0 # 0, 
> (h+lbl);, w = 0, 
(31) 
ensures that (A,) holds. 
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Assuming that the homogenous boundary value problem (A3) has only the 
trivial solution, Theorem 3 can now be applied to the problem (30) (cf. 
Theorem 6(i) of [8]). Furthermore the validity of condition (AJ can be 
guaranteed by Corollary 1 provided 
where E(S) = rnaxtSl k(t, s), s E I. Hence the condition 
&> (2a+Ibl)(’ &)ds 
-z 
= 2a+Ibl - co2 [ or coth(2or) + 1 , 0 # 0, 
= (4a+2Pb2 y 0 = 3 0, 
ensures that the solution of (30) exists, is unique, is obtained by successive 
approximations and depends continuously on boundary functions a and /I. 
APPENDIX 
The solution c = z(., a, j?) of (l), (2) when f is the zero function has the 
explicit form: 
c(t) = 40, t E I, 
=e ao(l-~~Vy(~~) + 6 ed’a~ (Lg a(s) e-Wda~ ds, 
I 
t E I-, a1 # 0, 
= 2 a(f), tEI-,a,=O, 
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where c is the unique solution of the boundary value problem 
U(t) = 0, t E 1, 
aoC(to) - a,f(to) = +I), 
POWl) +P*r’(td =POJ 
Using the notation of Theorem 3, and denoting y = fi - (c - F)), we obtain 
LY@) = 0, tEi 
with 
aoY(to) - Ql Y’GO) > 0, POY@l) +PlY’@l) 2 0. 
It follows from the maximum principle that y(t) 2 0 on I. 
For t E I- VI+, the above expressions all give y(t) > 0. Consequently 
C(t) > (c - F)(t) for all t E R. Similarly, we can prove that O(t) 2 (c- c)(t) 
and thus If---cl < 17. 
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